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            Abstract
The tunnelling of a particle through a potential barrier is a key feature of quantum mechanics that goes to the core of waveâ€“particle duality. The phenomenon has no counterpart in classical physics, and there are no well constructed dynamical observables that could be used to determine â€˜tunnelling timesâ€™. The resulting debate1,2,3,4,5 about whether a tunnelling quantum particle spends a finite and measurable time under a potential barrier was reignited in recent years by the advent of ultrafast lasers and attosecond metrology6. Particularly important is the attosecond angular streaking (â€˜attoclockâ€™) technique7, which can time the release of electrons in strong-field ionization with a precision of a few attoseconds. Initial measurements7,8,9,10 confirmed the prevailing view that tunnelling is instantaneous, but later studies11,12 involving multi-electron atomsâ€”which cannot be accurately modelled, complicating interpretation of the ionization dynamicsâ€”claimed evidence for finite tunnelling times. By contrast, the simplicity of the hydrogen atom enables precise experimental measurements and calculations13,14,15 and makes it a convenient benchmark. Here we report attoclock and momentum-space imaging16 experiments on atomic hydrogen and compare these results with accurate simulations based on the three-dimensional time-dependent SchrÃ¶dinger equation and our experimental laser pulse parameters. We find excellent agreement between measured and simulated data, confirming the conclusions of an earlier theoretical study17 of the attoclock technique in atomic hydrogen that presented a compelling argument for instantaneous tunnelling. In addition, we identify the Coulomb potential as the sole cause of the measured angle between the directions of electron emission and peak electric field: this angle had been attributed11,12 to finite tunnelling times. We put an upper limit of 1.8 attoseconds on any tunnelling delay, in agreement with recent theoretical findings18 and ruling out the interpretation of all commonly used â€˜tunnelling timesâ€™19 as â€˜time spent by an electron under the potential barrierâ€™20.
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                    Fig. 1: Attosecond angular streaking.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Angular offsets.[image: ]


Fig. 3: Results of our experiments and simulations.[image: ]
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 Experimental set-up.
As part of the atomic beamline, the water-cooled Pyrex discharge tube (connected by a gas line directly to the hydrogen cylinder) dissociates H2 to H. Any charged species leaving the tube are expelled by a uniform electric field before the beam enters the differential pumping stage through the first aperture (see inset). The beam then enters the REMI through a 0.5Â mm aperture (second aperture; see inset) as a supersonic jet. The laser pulses pass through a series of pellicle beamsplitters (that vary intensity) and ultra-broadband waveplates (that introduce ellipticity) before interacting with H in the REMI. Ionized fragments are accelerated in uniform electric-magnetic fields and are finally detected on position sensitive detectors, helping to reconstruct the 3D-momentum distribution of the fragments. HWP, half-wave plate; QWP, quarter-wave plate; MCP, microchannel plates; hex-detector, hexagonal delay-line-anode detector.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Calibration of the reference frame.
The elliptically polarized few-cycle pulse is passed through a polarizer aligned vertically, and then made to interact with the atomic jet inside the REMI (a). The orientation of the field is found by determining the peaks of the PMD as a function of streaking angle (b), thereby giving us a systematic offset between the polarizerâ€™s frame and REMIâ€™s frame. The polarization is chosen parallel to the time-of-flight axis because of better momentum resolution in this direction. A systematic offset of about 3Â° was measured and used to calibrate our measured offsets and polarimetry. SeeÂ Methods section â€˜Analysis of data and resultsâ€™ for details of this calibration procedure.


Extended Data Fig. 3 The Yukawa potential.
A short-range Yukawa potential was used to investigate the effects of the electric field of the resultant ion on the electron. The Yukawa potential (red line) is of the functional form UYÂ =Â âˆ’(Z/r)Â Ã—Â eâˆ’r/a, with parameters ZÂ =Â 1.90831 and aÂ =Â 1; r is distance from the nucleus. It goes to zero quickly in comparison to its Coulomb counterpart (blue line). The parameters were chosen to retain the ground-state energy of H.


Extended Data Fig. 4 Simulated momentum distributions for 1s and 2s states of H.
Simulations performed for a peak intensity of 1.9Â Ã—Â 1014Â WÂ cmâˆ’2 are shown for initial states 1s (left) and 2s (right). It is clear that the metastable H 2s is characterized by less energetic electrons with nearly uniform angular distribution. The colour represents the relative probability of an electron having a particular momentumâ€”from zero (dark blue) to the highest (red).
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